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Dear Committee of Inquiry:
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute this brief submission.
Since 2003 (Incorporated 2016) and the Grey-headed flying foxes’ (Pteropus poliocepalus)
relocation from the Royal Botanic Gardens (Melb) to Yarra Bend Park Kew/Fairfield
(depending on which side of the river you’re on) the Friends of Bats & Bushcare Inc. (FOBB)
has worked within Yarra Bend Park for the welfare of the Grey-headed flying fox colony and
the amenity of the park’s users. We plant approximately 1000 trees and shrubs yearly and
better secure habitat for wildlife while improving the experience of nature and wildlife for the
public. Both benefit from some measure of separation.
Dogs off-lead and wildlife don’t mix. Dogs are often off-lead irrespective of signage or
education leading to dog-attack or chasing/disturbance and human conflict.
We ameliorate this by securing No-Go areas for humans and dogs by fencing, signage and
planting while at the same time improving the experience of visitors by lookouts, interpretive
signage, seating, and designated pathways. It works – most of the time.
FOBB also runs, on site but semi-secluded, a fenced-off, secure (with CCTV cameras) a softrelease facility that provides rehabilitation and release to hundreds of orphaned and injured
wildlife each year – flying foxes, owls, kookaburras, tawny frogmouths and so on.
I think our experience of working with a colony of 3000 (winter) to 50,000 (summer) flying
foxes and a human visitation of 100,000 + per year provides us with a certain insight into
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managing spaces with varying uses and demands. On the whole it works well for everyone –
human and non-human. Even in extremes (e.g. we must deal with heat events in which 3000
flying foxes can perish in a day or two and hundreds of young pre-flights bats come into care.
We lose thousands even as we save hundreds) of heat and pressure. We close parks and lock
gates and allow only specialist personnel (vaccinated wildlife rescuers/ parks staff/ Delwp) in
on days of extreme heat. The public takes this well and seem to understand that the needs of
the wildlife must come first. Sometimes of very hot but not total fire ban days we restrict
access to the lookout only and half the carpark. This also works well as we can then close it
entirely if matters escalate. Cooling by sprinklers and sprayers (of any kind) can reduce a heat
event day from a disaster (several thousands dead and dying flying foxes and birds/possums)
to bad (a few hundred dead and dying).
Victoria has 14-20 Grey-headed (and one Little Red) flying fox colonies on publicly
managed land of one sort or another, each is unique but with overlapping needs that intersect
with the needs of all wildlife in parks and gardens and on publically managed land.
Population:
The growing impact of human and dog population in Melbourne combined with the increased
urbanisation of wildlife (as our environment degrades) places greater pressures on all even as
small areas of green space and conservation zones become more valuable.
Please accept the following recommendations and observations based on twenty years’
experience:
+ Covid 19 – a major increase in foot and bike traffic on both sides of the river. And has
increased disturbance of the bats trying to sleep (and soon birthing their single pup).
+ Provide cooling of wildlife areas wherever possible (misters, sprayers, sprinklers) for
application during heatwaves and drought. Critical in flying fox camps (Camp = physical
location. Colony = the collection of animals).
+ Parks are good for people but the expectation should not be that they access 100% of every
square centimetre of ground. Some must be reserved for wildlife and excluded to humans.
Most people understand and applaud this.
+ Fishing in parks with wildlife is dangerous and a cause of conflict. Large amounts of
rubbish is left by “fisher-folk” and wildlife become entangled in fishing line & hooks left
both in the water and in the trees. Fishing line takes 600 years to degrade. NB. Abandoned,
snared and cut-off line unable to be retrieved is an ineluctable part of fishing (I know as an
ex-fisherman) so “education” has a limited effect. Exclude fishing in the parks but point to a
Fishing Point / Jetty nearby. This limits damage while allowing the activity.
NB. Needing to do a wildlife rescue of a bird impaled on a fishing hook, high in a tree, during
a heatwave with multiple rescues and issues arriving by the minute is – very annoying and
unfair to wildlife rescuers. More people = more fishing impact.
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+ In urban and rural areas opportunities exist to create small parks or micro-forest allowing
for the experience of nature even in industrial areas and especially along creeks and other
waterways. Old style spaces – a seat, bbq and one tree are to be discouraged. Incorporating a
Billabong / wetland with bridges etc are more enriching and should not be restricted to the
wealthier urban areas.
+ Do not be surprised by the presence of wildlife. Do not try to “get rid of it” – including
snakes.
+ The benefits of wildlife and nature and protecting the same should be promoted – in
multiple languages.
+ The retention and expansion of parks and bush enables innovative conservation initiatives
and community engagement (Playing fields are fairly exclusively used by young people,
predominately males, for sporting activities. Not all value is “sporting”).
+ Provide dogs `off-lead` zones, away from wildlife, to satisfy the burgeoning dog-owner
population.
+ Secure No Dogs Zones and Strictly Dogs on Lead zones to allow the enjoyment of wildlife
(This seems very much accepted as necessary, fair, and desirable by the public).
+ Not all creeks and rivers riparian zones have to be accessible to dogs and humans. Dogs
and wildlife don’t mix. Wetlands and riparian zones are especially high value. Humans
disturb wildlife wherever they go. Where possible create or re-direct pathways around
conservation zones and install fencing that separate humans/dogs and areas of conservation
value. Sign `Wildlife Refuge and Revegetation Zone : No Entry`.
+ Support the creation of local Landcare and wildlife groups to care for “environmental
infrastructure and improve it. These groups often drive “conservative” Parks Victoria or local
government land managers into bolder more innovative actions. NB: Bairnsdale flying fox
colony is a case in point. After years of wanting to (and partly succeeding) in destroying the
bats roosting habitat local groups have pushed for changes the result of which has seen the
flying foxes retain their home on the Mitchell River, the walking path redirected, and new
conservation and tourist opportunities open up. Business and wildlife can mix.
+ Where possible create island habitats that provide protection from foxes and dogs and are
visually interesting. Well treed habitats also provide conflict-free roosting/breeding habitats
for flying foxes and birds and other native mammals.
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+ Colonial species (native species that live in colonies) or those that mass in great numbers as
part of their life cycle need special protection and offer special enjoyment opportunities for
communities – urban and rural. For example: penguins, flying fox colonies, spider crab
migration, and some species of birds (plovers) need to be protected from, and separated from,
humans/dogs/fishing/take. Providing viewing decks and experiences (glass bottom boats?)
that celebrate this heritage while protecting it is strongly advised. It challenges old models of
human/nature relationship “it`s all for us to use as we want” to one of respectful non-harming
enjoyment. We receive much positive feedback and reinforcement whenever we implement
elements of this philosophy on-the-ground.
Put crudely: Generations have now grown up with, and internalised the values of, David
Attenborough rather than John Wayne. Wildlife corridors are seen as inherently worthy,
enriching and necessary. Or, it’s not all about “us”.
+ The hottest years on record are producing the worst fires and environmental destruction and
species loss on record. VicForests is still authorised to cut down 30,000 tonnes of unburnt
Gippsland forest – to sell for firewood. So, “current legislation…” seems entirely inadequate
in protecting even what we have left. Regional DELWP often seem disinterested and inexpert
in managing wildlife or thinking around the preservation of native wildlife.
+ It is not impossible that some under-used sporting ovals / golf courses may be re-purposed
as conservation zones or 50/50 conservation / exercise zones. Clawing back spaces
including, industrial spaces, for nature enhances the sense of “liveability” in an area. No
matter how degraded an area it can be restored for nature enjoyment (Tatura’s nature reserve
/ flying fox colony and lake from a rubbish dump is a case in point. It took twenty-fine years
and a million volunteer hours). Again local people are best at driving this perhaps with some
“uniformed” LGA direction or oversight.
+ The benefits of “accessing and using different types of environmental infrastructure” reside
in seeing and hearing nature benefiting, instead of being harmed or disrespected, by our
actions. So, birds nesting in trees, bats chatting or feeding their pup above, trees flowering,
grasses growing, breathing fresher air, seeing insects and butterflies living. I suppose there is
the running /jumping type of exercise benefits but these can be had anywhere including
indoors (I see an increasing number of people wearing ear-plugs while running in nature?)
+ Examples of best practice would include Tatura/Shepparton’s River Connect Project
and Bairnsdale’s Friends of Bats and Habitat Gippsland `Save the Bats` are standouts. The
former has supported the reclamation and restoration of a former rubbish dump into a lake
and wonderful refuge for wildlife with lookouts etc. The latter fought for years to protect the
Grey-headed flying fox colony on Mitchell River and to save last remnant rainforest within
the same against World`s Worst Practice and Group-Think of the East Gippsland Shire
Council.
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Benefits:
Another benefit of creating high quality functioning conservation and Environmental
Infrastructure (“Environmental Infrastructure” makes me think of abandoned architecture with vines growing
through it! Or bus-stops. Perhaps Nature / Nurture Networks?) is that entire areas become more family
friendly and gender diverse. For example, the regular presence of FOBB volunteers around
the Bellbird Picnic area of Yarra Bend Park has reduced the criminality (drug dealing) and
“beat” activities of men who frequent the old style toilets there and, according to local police,
have done so for many years. The park is safer and more widely used by women and families
than in the past but the absence of locked gates at night and security cameras in the carpark
means that it remains a challenge from a safety viewpoint. Providing toilets is a necessary
part of parks planning but it should take into account the “seclusion” factor and ensure
designs maximally deter criminal and anti-social types of users (and weirdos). CCTV is
always a good idea for humans - and animal protection.
+ Population and Climate: Melbourne’s increasing population means that tracks and
pathways are used more heavily by more people. It also mean more people, from ethnically
diverse backgrounds potentially wanting to “take” vegetation and wildlife to eat or illegally
trade.
Securing, creating and expanding nature reserves and parks needs to happen now and the
protection of existing and emerging parks needs to be factored in. The inclusion of buffers
between nature and human/dog/vehicles and parks users and wildlife is critical. Provision for
wildlife needs to be factored in especially as urban wildlife populations are expanding due to
environmental pressures (deforestation) and the effects of climate change across Australia
including more droughts, floods and especially bushfires. Urban centres will increasingly be
life-saving refuges for wildlife.
+ Conflict occurs in parks when users interests conflict. For example fast mountain bike
riding on narrow tracks amid walkers or small children, the elderly, or those wanting to stop
and enjoy nature. Or, walkers making endless “goat tracks” into the bush to get to riverside
disturbing wildlife and trampling seedlings as a result. These need to be managed and
appropriate respectful river-viewing and cycling opportunities provided – and excluded from
other areas.
+ Regarding delays or obstacles in “securing environmental infrastructure”. Parks Victoria
and DELWP are not agencies that are known for innovation and Local Govt Authorities even
less so. Parks Vic is improving but regarding getting works actually done it takes years rather
than months and with DELWP and LGA’s – rarely at all. Geelong, Bendigo, Warrnambool,
Warrigal and Shepparton / Tatura seem exceptions to this rule and are being refreshingly
innovative. The inclusion of younger people and new thinking is the key here.
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+ On Heritage: Where we see old fashioned notions of “heritage” hard at work in parks and
gardens we almost invariably see the dismissal of the interests and value of indigenous
species (e.g. Colac Botanic Gardens recent dispersal of its small Grey-headed flying fox
colony from the only summer-survivable location in the region) and the fantastic weighting
of one or two “heritage” trees. The total unwillingness of European “heritage” to share with
indigenous “heritage” appears bigoted and stark. Shame on the agencies that have allowed
this to happen.
The impact we have is always “development” (cities, roads, pollution).
The impact indigenous Australia has, by living, is “damage”.

Lawrence Pope
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